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List of Characters

1. Hedgehog- Jonathan Carter
2. Beavers- Loggers
3. Woodpeckers- Wood Processors
4. Crew of Nine- Sustainability Committee
5. Three Owls- Prof. Seymour, Bob Wagner & David Field (White Paper)
6. Legal Eagle- Vincent McCusick (Judge)
7. Dupes- Opponents of Question 2
8. Looking Back at Stern- 9 10 year average of past growth
9. Young supporters- ?
10. First Mate- Maria Holt
11. Gerbils- MNRC (Maine Natural Resources Council)
12. Head Gerbil- Brownie Carson
14. Boat Sank- Question 2 defeated
15. Sign up more gerbils- MNRC members
16 Herbal Submarine- Carter’s new referendum to stop herbicide use.
19. Dupe Society Field Guide to Northern Forest / ( MFPC?)
20. Cave of Absolute Doom & Gloom- MNRC Headquarters